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SMART products offering social and communication support
SMART products naturally encourage collaboration in whole- and small-group 
activities. They offer students the opportunity to work toward curricular goals while 
practicing social skills alongside their peers. Our products can also be paired with 
many assistive technologies, making them ideal for students in inclusive learning 
environments. Learn more about SMART products that offer support for students 
with social or communication goals.

SMART Board interactive whiteboard
The SMART Board interactive whiteboard gives students a large interactive 
work surface that lends itself to whole- and small-group instruction. Combining 
multimedia content with hands-on learning experiences is proven to engage 
students of all learning styles. Even the most reticent students find the SMART Board 
interactive whiteboard so compelling that the desire to participate outweighs the 
fear of participating. The interactive whiteboard can also be paired with assistive 
technologies, such as dynamic and static speech-generating devices.  

Make learning accessible for all

SMART products offering social 

and communication support
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management software
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SMART Notebook collaborative learning software
With SMART Notebook software, it’s easy to create dynamic, interactive lessons that 
compel students to participate. You can use SMART Notebook to

•	Create myriad activities that facilitate communication and socialization. For 
example, you can place pictures of students’ faces on a digital dice, and then 
roll the dice to help students learn their peers’ names.

•	Offer opportunities to model social behavior, such as taking turns, initiating 
conversations and sharing ideas

•	Help students improve their social skills. Have students make videos of 
themselves in social situations and then use SMART Video Player to show 
the videos. Students can stop and start the videos where needed to better 
understand social cues and their own responses to others.  

•	Incorporate assistive technologies, such as switch-accessible software. By 
using a transparent background, you can layer SMART Notebook lessons over 
switch-accessible programs, allowing switch users to participate in the same 
lesson alongside their peers.

SMART Response interactive response systems
SMART Response interactive response systems include powerful assessment 
software that helps you deliver formative and summative assessments using a variety 
of question styles. Students answer questions using a wireless remote (or clicker). 
With SMART Response, you can

•	Increase student engagement by using SMART Response as a voting tool 
during group discussions and debates

•	Assign SMART Response question sets as group work or encourage students 
to develop their own questions and deliver them to their peers 

•	Provide a safe, anonymous environment for students to communicate their 
understanding of lesson materials  

SMART Table interactive learning center
SMART Table offers a multitouch, multiuser learning experience where collaboration 
and communication happen naturally. With SMART Table, you can

•	Encourage collaboration by having students work together on activities

•	Have students observe peers modeling an activity before taking a turn of 
their own

•	Encourage students to participate in activities alongside peers who may have 
different learning styles. Each quadrant of SMART Table can be customized 
for a particular student or skill set. 

•	Offer students multiple means of expression by designing lessons where they 
can answer with text, handwriting or pictures

•	Offer opportunities for students to model taking turns, initiating 
conversations and sharing ideas 

•	Help students practice impulse control by working in a collaborative setting
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SMART Sync classroom management software
SMART Sync classroom management software connects your computer with those 
of your students. It’s ideal for inclusive learning environments because it enables all 
students to work side-by-side on their computers, including students who require 
assistive technologies. You can use SMART Sync to

•	Promote group work and discussion among students

•	Enable students to take control of lessons with the Pass the Chalk feature 

•	Share ongoing work by broadcasting it on the SMART Board interactive 
whiteboard or on students’ own computer screens – even across schools, 
cities and countries

•	Incorporate assistive technologies. Students can participate in lessons alongside 
peers, responding from their voice output devices and computers.


